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Abstract

This study sought to examine how social class bias may be enacted by mentors and mentoring program staff within community-based youth mentoring relationships and how these biases may influence the mentoring relationship. A narrative thematic analysis was conducted with interviews from mentors, mentees’ parents/caregivers, and mentoring program staff representing 36 matches participating in a larger, prospective, mixed-methods study examining factors associated with early match closures (Authors, 2019, 2020). Findings indicate that although some mentors were able to partner with the youth and family to effectively navigate challenges related to the family’s economic circumstances, other mentors and some mentoring program staff held deficit views of the youth and their family that appeared to be at least partially rooted in negative social class-based assumptions about attitudes and behaviors. Specifically, we observed tendencies on the part of some mentors and program staff toward (a) deficit-based views of families and youth, (b) individual-level attributions for the family’s economic circumstances and blaming of caregivers, and (c) perceiving mentors as being underappreciated by the youth’s caregiver. These deficit perspectives contributed to the minimization of parent/caregiver voice in the mentoring process and negative interpretations of parent/caregiver and, in some cases, youth attitudes and behaviors.
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(Not) Minding the Gap: A Qualitative Interview Study of How Social Class Can Influence Youth Mentoring Relationships

In London subway stations there are signs painted or spelled out in tile on the ground urging passengers to “mind the gap” between the railway platform and the trains. Riders who ignore this and do not “mind the gap” are at risk of stumbling as they enter and exit the railway cars. In the United States there is another kind of gap that can be perilous when it goes “unminded” - the persistent and growing wealth gap (Chetty et al., 2016; 2018). This gap is both accompanied and fueled by deep-seated negative views of people living in poverty (Liu, 2011), which, in the social psychological literature, is often referred to as implicit bias (Williams, 2009). This type of bias, often unconscious, can undermine interpersonal relationships through the insidious devaluing that surfaces through language and behavior toward people in low-income groups. In most formal mentoring programs, which strive to engineer caring and growth-promoting adult-youth relationships, low-income youth, many of whom are of color, are often paired with middle- to -high-income mentors, most of whom are white (Garringer et al., 2017; Jarjoura et al., 2018). Furthermore, these relationships are supported by program staff whose backgrounds are more like that of the mentors than the youth and their families (Keller & DuBois, 2021; Spencer et al., 2021). Whereas there are some (albeit still too limited) examinations of the role of racial and ethnic differences between youth and mentors in the mentoring process (Albright et al., 2017; Anderson et al., 2018; Liao & Sanchez, 2015), there has been almost no attention to social class differences (Deutsch et al., 2014). This study sought to examine whether and how implicit, and therefore unexamined (or not “minded”), social class dynamics may be enacted by mentors and mentoring program staff within community-based youth mentoring relationships and how these may influence mentoring relationship quality.
There is now a robust body of evidence on implicit bias documenting the automatic operation of stereotypes and prejudices (Blair, 2002; Gawronski et al., 2006). Although the social psychological literature on implicit bias asserts that bias takes many forms (e.g., racial, gender-based) (e.g., Williams, 2009), the literature on social class prejudice is not as well-developed. However, a small but growing evidence base has documented that middle- to high-income individuals tend to view those with low incomes negatively and that low-income people know that they are devalued (Davidai, 2021; Reutter et al., 2009; Williams, 2009). Commonly held negative beliefs about low-income people include that they are untrustworthy and not very competent (Kraus et al., 2017). Poverty also tends to be viewed as a moral failing (Williams, 2009), which contributes to people in higher income groups viewing people in low-income groups as less deserving of resources and assistance (Tagler & Cozzarelli, 2013). Contributing to this is the pervasive belief in the myth of the “American Dream,” a central tenet of which is that upward mobility can be attained by any individual who simply works hard enough (Hochschild, 1996; Williams, 2009). This belief persists, despite the growing income disparity in the United States and the evidence that income mobility has fallen sharply (Chetty et al., 2016), even though many low-income people are working exceedingly hard (Dodson, 2009).

It could be argued that social class is not always readily visible and therefore less likely to evoke prejudice in a mentoring relationship. However, social class differences are not only apparent to the mentors, program staff, youth and the youth’s families, they are in some cases the very reason youth are enrolled in these programs. Many youth mentoring programs intentionally seek to serve youth in disadvantaged and under resourced neighborhoods and schools. Mentoring is often viewed as an approach to remedy the social class disparities for youth by connecting them with middle-class mentors who can ostensibly help bolster their chances for economic
success and mobility (Albright et al., 2017). Qualitive research has documented that some parents are intentionally seeking mentors with greater economic and educational advantages and resources to serve as role models for their children (Spencer et al., 2011). Mentoring programs also tend to focus their recruitment efforts on middle- and high-income adults, and adults who enroll as mentors in these programs often say they did so to “give back” (Spencer, 2007), recognizing that they have enjoyed some economic advantages that most of the youth served by these programs have not.

Alongside this well-intentioned desire to help and be a positive force in the life of a child, many mentors and program staff also likely carry unexamined social class prejudice, or unconscious bias, into their relationships with their mentee and the mentee’s family, due to social and cultural influences. Whereas mentors may be acutely aware of differences in economic and perhaps even educational resources, they may be less cognizant of how social class can shape many aspects of our experiences in both subtle and profound ways, including how we view and behave toward others in different income groups (Davidai, 2021; Stephens et al., 2014). Neighborhoods and workplaces can be highly segregated by class and people tend to associate with others who share a similar class background (Kraus et al., 2017). Consequently, exposure to and meaningful engagement with people in income groups different from one’s own can be quite limited.

By virtue of inhabiting quite separate material worlds, people in different income groups not only tend to have unequal levels of health and well-being (Bor et al, 2017; Wahlbeck et al., 2017) but also disparate experiences of the social world. People in higher income groups enjoy greater stability and predictability in their environments and tend to feel they have choice and control over their circumstances. They also tend to value individual accomplishment highly and
have more of a self-oriented focus, thinking of themselves in terms of personal traits and distinctive characteristics (Stephens et al., 2014). In contrast, people in lower income groups contend with greater uncertainty in their home and work environments and thus tend to feel lower personal control and increased vulnerability to threats from others who have greater power and control. This contributes to the development of a more other-focused orientation, wherein there is increased attention to others, a tendency to define oneself in terms of social roles and relationships, and a valuing of the prioritization of the needs of others (Piff & Robinson, 2017).

One of the ways that social class differences can fuel social class prejudice is through deficit-based views of low-income people. Such views are rooted in individual level explanations of what are predominantly structural inequities, thereby justifying to the more privileged positions held by higher income groups. There is a strong tendency among Americans to endorse individualistic causes of poverty (e.g., laziness, alcoholism) and assume low-income people are the cause of their own problems (Cozzarelli et al., 2001), despite the evidence that structural factors such as poorer-quality education, employment discrimination, and low ages substantially contribute to a lack of economic mobility (Chetty et al., 2016; Mitnik et al., 2015; Semega et al., 2018). These attitudes matter as they have been linked with people’s willingness to help. For example, in vignette studies where participants are asked to allocate resources, people tended to allocate less to those whose poverty was attributed to what they believed were individualistic causes (lost job because of alcohol problems) than to those they were told were poor because of structural reasons (slump in the economy) (Tagler & Cozzarelli, 2013). These views also drive social policy in America, where we have a history of distinguishing between what have been called the “deserving” and “undeserving” poor, with those deemed deserving offered more generous benefits (Applebaum, 2001; Katz, 2013). The so-called “deserving poor” are those who
are thought to not be responsible for their circumstances, such as children. The “undeserving poor” are those who are thought to be responsible for creating their circumstances due to some character flaw or failure on their part (e.g., not working hard enough) (Applebaum, 2001).

The mentoring movement in the United States is in many ways a product of this dominant narrative about people who live in poverty and carries forward its legacy. Youth are the central focus, with mentoring offered to help them expand and grow beyond family circumstances not of their making and that they do not deserve. Parents tend to be an afterthought in many program models and can even be sidelined or viewed warily for their potential to negatively interfere with the mentoring process (Miller, 2007; Philip et al., 2004). When they are mentioned, parents have tended to be portrayed in a negative light, with an emphasis on their role as a potential hinderance to the purpose of mentoring (Styles & Morrow, 1992). Recent counter-balancing narratives about parents and mentoring are few and mostly presented through qualitative work (Basualdo-Delmonico & Spencer, 2016; Spencer & Basualdo-Delmonico, 2014; Spencer et al., 2011). Negative portrayals of parents and families can also be seen in mentor trainings wherein the bulk of the information about families may focus on helping mentors maintain their boundaries and distance from the youth’s family (Basualdo-Delmonico & Spencer, 2016). This can unwittingly serve to reinforce implicit bias about low-income people as being out to “game” the system and can prime mentors to be on the look-out for signs that they are being taken advantage of or underappreciated.

The present study examines whether and how social class bias may be enacted within community-based youth mentoring relationships through close analysis of the descriptions of these relationships by multiple actors in each mentoring system (Keller, 2005), namely the mentors, the mentee’s parent/caregiver, and the agency staff person assigned to support the
mentoring relationship. Specifically, we explored two questions: Are class-related biases/attitudes apparent in the participants’ descriptions of each other or the mentoring experience? If so, how did class-related biases/attitudes affect the mentoring relationship?

**Methods**

**Participants**

The current study examines a subsample of mentoring relationships that participated in a larger, prospective, mixed-methods study (N= 358) examining factors associated with early match closures (Authors, 2021, 2020, 2017). The matches included in the subsample all ended within 18-months of being matched. For the larger study, participants were recruited from four Big Brothers Big Sisters (BBBS) affiliated agencies and enrolled in the study before being matched during the period October 2013 to June 2015. BBBS programs match volunteer mentors with youth in one-on-one relationships. All matches were part of the community-based program, meaning that mentors and youth scheduled visits and chose activities on their own. Matches made an initial commitment to meet 2 to 4 times per month for a minimum of 12 months. Throughout the duration of the mentoring relationship, a program staff person (PSP) was assigned to provide regular support and coaching through consistent communication with the mentor, youth, and parent/caregiver. Per agency procedures, all matches were same gender.

For matches recruited for the qualitative subsample, the mentor, youth’s parent/caregiver and the PSP working with the match at the time it ended were invited to participate in a qualitative interview via phone (see Authors, 2017, for details of the procedures for recruiting the qualitative subsample). All three interviews were collected from 36 matches, which are included in the current analysis (see Table 1 for participants’ demographics characteristics). Twenty-four PSPs were interviewed representing the 36 matches as some PSP represented multiple cases.
Most of the parents/caregivers interviewed for the study were the youth’s mother (72.2%); others were the youth’s grandmother (19.4%), father (5.6%), and aunt (2.8%). These parents/caregivers had an average of two children in their care. Most parents/caregivers reported being a single parent (72.2%), and one in six youth had at least one parent who was incarcerated. The majority of parents/caregivers had not completed a college degree (76.5%), and 85.3% reported a household income less than $50,000. (See Table 1 for full participant demographics).

These families also overwhelmingly faced material hardship, which has been defined as “the inability to make ends meet” (Neckerman et al., 2016, p. S53), as most youth lived in households that were eligible for free or reduced school lunch (80.6%), and one-quarter of families reported that they qualified for public assistance. Table 2 lists seven types of material hardship (Ehrle & Moore, 1997; Parish et al., 2008). Fifty-seven percent of parents/caregivers endorsed having experienced at least one of these hardships in the past year, and these families experienced an average of 2.2 material hardships over the past year (range 0-5 material hardships experienced).

Mentors and PSP, on the other hand, tended to be of a higher socioeconomic status. All mentors had at least some college, and most mentors (55.6%) had completed at least a bachelor’s degree. Two-thirds of the mentors reported a household income above $50,000. Per the programs’ requirement, all PSP had completed a bachelor’s degree, and five had gone on to complete a master’s degree. Household income was not reported by PSP.

**Procedure**

Each mentor, parent/caregiver and PSP associated with a given case completed a separate one-time, in-depth (Johnson, 2002), semi-structured (Seidman, 1991) interview by phone after the match was closed by the agency. All participants provided consent to participate in the larger study during the pre-match enrollment process and were reminded at the time of the interview.
that participation was voluntary. Interviewers informed mentors that their individual responses would not be shared with parents/caregivers or the agency and vice versa. Mentors and parents/caregivers received a $30 gift card for completing the interview; PSP received a $15 gift card.

Interviewers used a semi-structured interview protocol to elicit each participants’ understanding of the development of the mentor-youth relationship, how and why the relationship ended, the quality of the other relationships in the mentoring system (between the mentor, parent/caregiver, and PSP), and how, from their vantage point, factors such as similarities and differences in background played a role in these relationships. For example, mentors were asked, “Can you tell me about similarities or differences in the backgrounds between you and your mentee?” Mentors were then probed to think about similarities and difference in terms of family make-up, values and lifestyle, racial/ethnic backgrounds, and economic status. Follow-up questions then addressed whether and how these similarities and differences may have influenced how the relationship developed. If the mentor did not seem willing or able to identify any difference between themselves and the youth’s family or the impact of these differences on the mentoring relationship, less direct questions were asked such as “Do you feel comfortable in the youth’s neighborhood?” or “Do you think your mentee’s life is similar to yours when you were growing up?” Similar questions were asked of parents/caregivers and PSP. Interviews lasted from 15 to 85 minutes (parents/caregivers: \( M=40.3, SD=12.7 \); mentors: \( M=43.9, SD=12.4 \); PSP: \( M=48.3, SD=12.4 \)). All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Transcriptions were verified, by listening to the audio recording and making any necessary corrections, and de-identified before analysis.
Mentoring program staff also provided agency records for each match including enrollment and matching documents, logs of staff-participant contacts, and closure notes. Paper documents were scanned, and electronic files were exported into PDFs, which were then transferred to study staff via a secure, cloud-based server. All identifying information was removed from the agency records prior to transmission and de-identification was confirmed before analysis. All study recruitment and data collection procedures were approved by a university institutional review board. Informed consent was obtained from all study participants.

**Data Analysis**

A multi-step thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) of the interviews from the 36 matches was conducted to examine whether and how social class dynamics are enacted within community-based youth mentoring relationships. The analysis was conducted by a team of five analysts including: a professor of social work; three students in social work PhD programs; and one undergraduate research assistant. All five analysts identified as female and White, and grew up in middle-class households. One analyst was a first-generation college student.

**Case Summaries**

The first step of analysis was to produce a narrative case summary for each match (Maxwell & Miller, 2008; Way, 1998). The purpose of these summaries was to integrate the interviews with the agency-provided case notes to summarize the perceptions of the mentor, PSP, and the youth’s parent/caregiver regarding the family context and how those attitudes did or did not contribute to the mentoring relationship. In order to construct the summary, an analyst first read all interviews and case notes associated with a match. Following a template designed to address the main research questions and relying heavily on direct quotes, the analyst first described the family context with focus on how the family structure and social class appeared to
have influenced family functioning. Then, the analyst summarized the attitudes and perceptions of each mentor and PSP with respect to social class, the interactions of the mentor and PSP with the family context, and the parent’s/caregiver’s perceptions of the mentor and PSP. Finally, the analyst documented their thoughts and reflections on how, if at all, the mentor and PSP’s interactions with the family context and social class may have affected the development or ending of the match. If there was evidence that social class differences were overcome, the analyst explained from their perspective why that happened, using quotes from the interviews to support their assertions. For the first 8 cases, two analysts separately created a summary and then met to discuss any discrepancies and arrive at shared agreement about a final, integrated summary. The remainder of the case summaries were constructed by an individual analyst. Analysts met weekly while writing the narrative summaries to adjust the template, address questions and discuss emerging themes. One team member supervised the summary writing, checking to ensure sufficient consistency across cases and analysts.

**Sorting Cases and Identifying Themes**

The next step of the analysis was to sort the cases based on whether there were identified social class differences, and if so, whether there were challenges navigating these differences stemming from mentor or PSP attitudes about social class (Table 3). The second author read carefully through each case summary to determine whether there was evidence of social class differences and whether the mentor and/or PSP was described as having challenges managing those differences. If the second author felt the evidence in the narrative summary was inconclusive, the third or fourth author read the case summary and discussed the case with the second author. At this step, 8 of the 36 cases were excluded from analysis because the family was determined not to be low income or face material hardships based on the available evidence,
or there was insufficient evidence in the interview and case notes to determine if there were social class differences and whether they impacted the mentoring relationship. We suspect that most of these latter matches ended too quickly for class-based challenges to emerge as salient in the interview; while in a few, there were extenuating circumstances that led to the match ending that dominated the interview content. Among the remaining 28 cases where the family was identified as being low income and facing material hardship, 14 showed evidence of the mentor successfully minding the social class gap. Fourteen matches showed challenges bridging social class differences with social class bias being evident in the mentor, PSP or both. It is important to note that, due to the nature of the interviews and structure of the interview protocol, for many matches there was more data regarding the mentor’s views compared to the PSP. It was therefore more clearly evident in each match whether the mentor faced challenges navigating social class differences, and there was not always sufficient evidence to make this discernment for the PSP.

Once all cases were sorted into groups, the case summaries within each group were reviewed by a member of the research team to identify themes within the group. In particular, the team focused on how social class difference impacted, or not, the development of the relationships between the mentors and/or PSPs and the youth and their parents/caregivers. Attention was paid to the types of negative social-class bias held by participants as well as ways some mentors and/or PSPs bridged social class differences. Themes were then sorted within and between groups in order to address the research questions. The first four authors met regularly throughout the sorting process to discuss emerging findings.

**Results**

In half of the matches with notable differences between the mentor and family in economic status \((n=14)\), the participant narratives indicated challenges and difficulties associated
with social class disparities. In these cases, the mentors and/or PSPs expressed views that appeared to be at least partially rooted in negative social class-based assumptions about attitudes and behaviors. Disapproving perspectives on the part of mentors and some PSPs contributed to the minimization of parent/caregiver voice in the mentoring process and negative interpretations regarding parent/caregiver and, in some cases, youth attitudes and behaviors. Specifically, we observed tendencies on the part of mentors and some PSPs toward (a) deficit-based views of families and youth, (b) judgmental, individual-level attributions for parent/caregiver and youth behaviors, and (c) mentors feeling underappreciated by the youth’s caregiver. Each of these themes is detailed in the sections below. Fortunately, many mentors and PSPs were aware of social class differences but were less negative in their assessment of these differences. Mentors in these matches were responsive in ways that positively contributed to the development of the mentoring relationship. The final section of the findings provides examples of matches where the mentor bridged differences in social class background as well as cases with a mentor and PSP whose childhood social class were like the mentee’s family.

**Deficit Views of the Family’s Economic Circumstances: Parents to Blame, Youth as Deserving of Assistance**

Discernable in some mentors’ narratives were aspersions regarding the economic circumstances of the youth’s families. This was evidenced by these participants’ tendency to invoke stereotypes about people who live in poverty when discussing the families. These comments revealed a deficit perspective with an emphasis on ways the families were “troubled” or were providing substandard environments for socializing youth. For example, it was common for mentors to note the status of the family as having one parent living at home when speaking about their perceptions of the family’s inadequacies. As one mentor (39-year-old, White male
matched with 11-year-old, White mentee) stated, “you know, a lot of times these children are troubled, they are full of issues... they don’t come from perfect family backgrounds; often the dad is never around.” Another mentor (22-year-old, Black female matched with 15-year-old, Black mentee), in sharing her appreciation that the teenage years can be difficult, added, “these kids do come from one parent households,” and how she saw her role as showing her mentee that “anything is possible…regardless of where you came.” She described her role as a mentor as someone who can “show them a different way of living” and that where they come from “doesn’t have an impact on your future,” reflecting an assumption that there is something missing from a home with one parent and that living under such circumstances is a deficit for the child to overcome.

Another way that the deficit perspective seemed to play out in the mentoring process was in the way that some mentors felt entitled to override the parent’s/caregiver’s wishes for the match and to do what they thought was “right” according to their own values. An example of this is one mentor (32-year-old, White male matched with 12-year-old, Native-American mentee), who talked about being aware that his mentee’s mother wanted a mentor for her son so that he could have fun and get a break because the youth had recently witnessed the accidental death of his younger brother, and his father was incarcerated. However, after the youth received a report card with some low grades, the mentor decided the focus of mentoring should be on grades and schoolwork. He explained that when he spoke about this to the mother, she “made it clear that that really wasn’t her priority” for mentoring and that what she “really wanted” was for “the youth to be happy.” This made the mentor uncomfortable, as he thought that by his doing fun activities with the youth it would “continue to reward [him] for not getting the things done that we’re supposed to do.” The mother recalled this shift on the mentor’s part as being abrupt:
“everything was great until one day...he brought my son back and said, ‘you know, this needs to change.’” This made her feel that the mentor “just didn’t understand how [youth] dealt with things.” The mentor decided to involve the PSP, who the mentor noted was “following the parent’s lead on this thing.” As a consequence, the mentor felt the agency staff “weren’t able to really help too much.” The PSP noted that the mentor did not “quite understand that the emphasis on education isn’t where she’s at right now”; rather, “she just felt that [her son] just needed that time …. to adjust.” Even though the mentor was aware of both the mother’s wishes and the agency’s agreement, he continued to find it “very, very difficult to be a role model and to be a mentor.” Although the PSP had advised the mentor to talk with the parent directly about these issues, in retrospect, the PSP thought it would have been better to have facilitated that conversation to interrupt the mentor’s narrative about “mom’s unwillingness” and instead “find some middle ground.”

In contrast to assigning negative attributions of the parents/caregivers based on the family’s economic circumstances, mentors tended to view the youth mentees as needing and being deserving of assistance. Youth were described as having been born into bad circumstances, and some mentors conceptualized their role as helping the youth to overcome these to do better than their parents. For example, one mentor (31-year-old, White male matched with 12-year-old, White mentee), knew that the youth’s mother had lost her job and was worried about also losing their housing. He added that she was “struggling to make ends meet” and that he “didn’t have a very positive view of … their family.” He described the youth’s “issues” as primarily stemming from having a “mother that …. could have been a little better and could have been a little more secure in their household” but felt that the youth still had a shot at “growing up to be a good, successful person.”
Judgmental, Individual-Level Attributions Regarding Parents and Youth: “She Wasn’t on Top of It.”

The mentoring programs typically provided mentors with at least some information at the start of the match about important aspects of the youth’s family circumstances. Such information might include the parents’/caregivers’ reason for requesting a mentor; the characteristics and identified needs of the youth including academic or mental health issues; and family circumstances such as members of the household, parent employment, medical issues, and incarceration. However, it seemed difficult for some mentors to keep these family stressors in mind or to consider how they might affect the family’s daily experiences and the parents’/caregivers’ behaviors. Some mentors were quick to interpret behaviors they did not like or found off-putting as individual failings attributed to the youth’s socialization, to the parent’s/caregiver’s character, or to the parent’s/caregiver’s lack of commitment to the mentoring program or even to their child. These mentors spoke about what they perceived to be parents’/caregivers’ poor life choices, lack of competence, or moral inadequacies and character flaws, such as selfishness and disregard for their children’s needs.

For example, one mentor (38-year-old, White male matched with 10-year-old, bi-racial mentee) blamed his mentee’s grandmother for the communication and scheduling challenges in the match, saying she was not “on top of it.” He indicated frustration with the “short response” he received to his texts and lamented that such responses often came after a couple of days had passed. Similarly, the PSP described the grandmother as “not very organized” because “you had to call three or four times before you’d get a response.” Both the mentor and PSP acknowledged that this single-parent grandmother had been taking care of the mentee and his two younger siblings because their mother struggled with substance abuse. Nonetheless, the grandmother’s
delayed responses were judged by both the mentor and PSP as an indication that “she wasn’t really having [the mentee’s] best interest at heart” (Mentor). The mentor compared this grandmother’s parenting to his own “good bringing up” in a higher income home. He ended the match abruptly after less than 2 months when the grandmother did not drop the youth off at an event for which he had purchased tickets. The PSP described the missed event as “the straw that broke the camel’s back” because “she pretty much sabotaged the match by not being able to call” to cancel. Based on their interviews, neither mentor nor PSP had followed-up and did not seem to know that the grandmother’s car had broken down that day, making it impossible for her to bring the youth. The mentor interpreted the grandmother’s behavior as a lack of commitment, rather than considering how the stressful nature of her circumstances might be contributing to the timeliness of her communications.

Similarly, another mentor (31-year-old, White male matched with 12-year-old, White mentee) struggled with unexpected changes in plans, such as the mother not being home when he dropped his mentee off, which he interpreted as a “lack of commitment” on the mother’s part. Though the mentor was aware that the family was “struggling to make ends meet,” that the mother had lost her job, and that phone disconnection was an on-going challenge, he said, “I didn’t have a very positive view of their family” and declared that he would give the mother a “D” as a parent. In this case, the PSP was aware of this mentor’s negative views of the family and attempted to work with the mentor to consider other ways of viewing the circumstance (e.g., different parenting styles). The PSP also tried to address the ways the parent struggled with the mentor’s approach at times, such as spending what the family considered to be a considerable amount of money on the youth. However, the PSP concluded that the mentor was “unable to
understand difference and poverty” and experienced the mentor as “hard to deal with because he has a fixed idea of what being raised entails.”

Although it was not clear in all cases whether the caregivers were aware of the mentors’ or PSPs’ view of them, some caregivers did describe feeling judged. One mother (a White female whose child was matched with a 39-year-old, White male mentor) described how the mentor made a comment about clutter in her car at the end of their initial match meeting and then told her that she was putting her child in the car seat “wrong.” Another mother whose 11-year-old, White daughter was matched with a 26-year-old, Black mentor, described how she felt that her child’s mentor did not feel comfortable in her home because she would not sit down when she came inside the house: “She never sat. She always stood. So I'm guessing… She for some reason wasn't comfortable.” Later in the interview the mother went a step further and said she interpreted the mentor’s behavior as an indicator that the mentor did not trust her: “I felt like she didn't trust us….. She came in the house, and she wouldn’t sit down.... There was just kind of a weird gut feeling.”

**Mentors Feeling Underappreciated: “It Just Seemed Like My Time Did Not Matter”**

In some cases, both mentors’ and PSPs’ awareness of how mentors shared their time and money with the mentee seemed tinged with an expectation that the youth and their parent/caregiver show what they deemed to be an acceptable level of gratitude. When this expectation was not overtly met, several mentors expressed frustration about feeling unappreciated or taken advantage of by the parent/caregiver or the youth. This most commonly surfaced in talk about scheduling conflicts and changes in plans when mentors felt that the family was not being respectful of their time or sufficiently prioritizing the mentoring relationship. One mentor (23-year-old, White female matched with 10-year-old, White mentee)
said she felt that the youth’s parent just “expected” her to do certain things. By way of example, this mentor recounted a time when she was on her way to pick up the youth and received a text from the mother asking whether she could drop-off the youth off after the outing at the hospital where the mother was visiting the youth’s sibling instead of their home. The mentor was aware that the family had faced multiple health challenges, including a child needing surgery (“The amount of trips I saw that family make, heard that family make to the hospital, was ridiculous.”). However, because the hospital “was definitely out of the way,” the mentor felt taken advantage of by this parent. The PSP, who recalled the mentor’s struggle, similarly described the mother as “tough to deal with...not as appreciative” as she should have been.

Other mentors were bothered when they felt they were carrying the weight of the relationship, which they interpreted as a lack of appreciation from the parent/caregiver. As one mentor (23-years-old, White female matched with 10-year-old, White mentee) said, “it was all initiated by me, but if I didn’t initiate it, and we couldn’t do something, there were bitter feelings…it just seemed like my time did not matter.” This experience was in stark contrast to what she had expected to experience, which was that she would “be walking into this thing, and they’d be like, ‘Thank you so much for doing these things.’” In addition to sharing the view that mentors’ efforts were underappreciated by some families, some PSPs talked about this issue in ways that seemed to suggest that the mentors’ time was more valuable than that of the family; as one PSP explained, “these are generous volunteers, they’re taking time out of their life and schedule to help a child.”

This theme of mentors feeling underappreciated also arose in discussions of issues related to spending money on outings. Sometimes the mentors’ frustrations around spending money were communicated in ways that left the youth feeling badly. One mentor (35-year-old Asian
female matched with 12-year-old American Indian/Alaskan Native mentee) required the youth to bring her own money for activities. The mother described one visit where the mentor “got mad at [the youth]” for not bringing money. The mother explained that the mentor’s request made the youth uncomfortable as this was money she had earned through her babysitting job. In another match, when describing an outing to a soccer game using free tickets from the mentoring agency, one mentor (31-year-old, White male matched with 12-year-old, White mentee) said that his mentee asked if they could get more food at the event: “He just wanted to know, ‘Why can’t I get three of these? Why can’t I get this and that?’” The mentor said he responded by telling the youth, “You’re being very unappreciative. You should be thankful… Not many people get to have these advantages… I told him he was being ungrateful.” The mentor described his mentee as “a very, kind of greedy person, and whenever he got something, like free tickets, he expected more.” Another mentor (23-year-old, White female matched with 10-year-old, White mentee) experienced her mentee’s interest in doing activities that cost money as a sign of her lack of appreciation. Expressing her concern about the kinds of activities the youth wanted to do, this mentor said, “I would try to think of [activities] that I like, and I would ask her what she would want to do, but there were only certain things, and all of them were things that involved money.” As a result, “I didn’t really feel like they were thankful.”

Relatedly, in sharing their time and money, some mentors seemed to expect to be able to see certain indicators that justified the family’s need of a mentor (e.g., that the family was low income). Therefore, these mentors wondered how much of a difference they were making with their time if the youth did not seem as “needy” as they had expected. One mentor (29-year-old, White female matched with 10-year-old multi-racial mentee) noted how she had expected to be matched with a youth with a similar background to her husband’s mentee whose “Dad is in
prison. His mom has lost custody. He lives with his grandma.” and does not have the opportunity to do “anything,” making him exceptionally appreciative. When she went to her own match meeting and saw a “nice house” and family members with new iPhones, “I was like ‘Oh, this is not where I'm needed.’” Because of her narrow expectations for what “need” looked like and her anticipation of not being appreciated in the way her husband was by his mentee, she abandoned the match and did not respond to communication from the agency or family after the initial match meeting.

**Minding the Gap: Noting Challenges and Seeing Strengths**

In contrast to the examples presented above, half of the mentors in the analysis \((n=14)\) were able to partner with the youth and family to effectively navigate differences in economic circumstances to build a positive mentoring relationship. These mentors encountered some similar situations to those experienced by the mentors in the preceding sections. However, they did not interpret financial challenges as deficits on the part of either the youth or family. Rather, with the support of the PSP, they considered the context, took the challenges faced by the families into account, and responded in supportive ways.

**Bridging Difference Without Judgement**

As is typical for many mentoring programs, seven mentors had social class backgrounds that were markedly different from that of the youth, yet they were able to bridge these differences in constructive ways. One mentor (32-year-old, White female matched with 9-year-old, White mentee), who was a social service professional with a high family income, was matched with a youth with health concerns and limited social skills, who was bullied at school. The youth’s family had moved in with her grandmother after losing their housing and employment. The parents sought a mentor for their daughter to provide her with positive social
interactions and counteract the social isolation she experienced as a consequence of being bullied. Although well aware of the significant employment and housing challenges faced by this family, the mentor gave no indication of judging or criticizing the family. She saw her primary purpose as being someone the youth “can have fun [with] no matter what.” Reflecting back on the benefit of the match for the youth, both the parent and PSP viewed the relationship as a positive experience for the youth. The PSP observed that the youth “came out of her shell a little bit” by going into the community with her mentor. Although the bullying continued at school, the PSP thought “she became less isolated socially” and that the experience “was also good for the family” because they saw the mentor “planning fun things” for the youth. The youth’s father appreciated that his daughter was able to have experiences she otherwise would not have, noting that the youth “went on a train ride and, you know, little things like that.” He added, “It was things that, I feel in my financial predicament, things my kids would not really be able to experience. She was able to experience those things.”

**Building on Similar Backgrounds**

Seven mentors and one PSP described intentionally drawing from their own experiences being raised in families with social class circumstances that they perceived to be similar to those of the youth’s family. In these matches, the mentor and PSP acknowledge the financial challenges faced by families, but notably absent were negative judgments or blaming of the parents/caregivers. In one such case, the mentor (26-year-old, Latina mentor matched with 12-year-old, Latina mentee), described how she felt she had a good understanding of the daily challenges her mentee’s family encountered because she also grew up in a household where her “mother had to constantly work in order to sustain the household.” This mentor connected with what she perceived to be the youth’s motivation (“She was very into school and trying to be in a
better place economically”) and desire for “better things and to not be like struggling like her mom.” This positive potential of the youth was not held at the expense of a negative view of the parent as presented by mentors whose narratives conveyed a more deficit view of the families. The youth’s parent saw the mentor as “a role model for [youth’s] education” and noted her daughter aspired to be like her and “have a good job, have a car.” The PSP, who also identified as having a similar background to the mentor and youth’s family, perceived the mentor and family as “really connected” and considered their shared backgrounds to be a positive force in the relationship: “We’re working class. Parents work, [mentor] works. I work so you know, everybody understands that it’s a commitment.” Yet, the match was not without its challenges as this mentor, like those in the preceding sections, also struggled with money issues in the relationship, because sometimes the youth “wanted to do more things that cost more money.” However, rather than viewing the youth’s wishes as a negative reflection of her character (e.g., greedy), she took it as her responsibility to set clear expectations about how money would be handled in their relationship. It was important to this mentor to not ask the youth or her family to pay for their activities, which meant being mindful of cost. The mentor explained this to the youth and felt that the youth understood. The PSP was proactive in discussing finances and proactively coaching the mentor to eliminate potential challenges or misunderstandings that could arise around spending money on activities.

**Discussion**

Given that participants in most youth mentoring relationships are confronted with “minding the gap” in social class status, we took a systemic approach to examining whether and how social class bias was evident in how mentors, caregivers, and mentoring program staff described their experiences in these relationships that comprise the mentoring system. Signs of
common negative views of people living in poverty were evident in many of these participants’ narratives. In some cases, these disparaging perspectives appeared to have disrupted the development and continuation of the mentoring relationship. Derogatory comments were most apparent in the narratives of mentors but also could be detected in the views expressed by a number of PSP. In addition, some parents/caregivers indicated that they perceived the mentors to be judgmental or fault-finding.

We did not tend to observe overt negative statements tied directly to the family’s income status; rather, we found commonly held negative views reflected in participants’ descriptions of their everyday interactions in and reflections on their mentoring experience. For example, mentors indicated that they felt offended by changes in plans necessitated by some of these families’ complex needs or lack of resources to address them (e.g., having to rely on public transportation). The quickness with which mentors made negative, individual-level attributions in these circumstances (e.g., describing a parent/caregiver who is slow to respond as “not on top of it” or a youth asking for more treats on an outing as “greedy”) seemed to reflect an othering process potentially fueled by deficit views of people living in poverty. In most of these cases, such ready-made explanations went uninterrupted by program staff, or mentors showed resistance to reframing when program staff attempted to do so. Even while mentors and PSP were aware of the significant challenges and material hardships with which the youth’s families were contending, it still seemed difficult for some to consider these contexts and circumstances when interpreting youth and family behaviors and interactions. Indeed, bias has been shown to be difficult to change at the individual level (Lai et al., 2016), with some evidence pointing to the greater influence of the larger social context. This would suggest that changing mentoring
program culture and messaging about families might prove to be more effective than trying to change the attitudes of individual mentors (Vuletich & Payne, 2019).

Another way that social class differences and deficit views of low-income families appeared to be operating was through assumptions some mentors and PSPs expressed about why youth are involved in mentoring programs. There was a tendency to root these assumptions in deficiencies in the family, such as being from a single-parent household or having limited financial resources. Further, some mentors took a paternalistic stance and privileged their perception of what their mentee needed in the match over what the mentee’s caregiver thought was best for their child and were even disparaging of parents/caregivers with whom they disagreed as not seeming to “get” what their child needed. In these instances where mentors presumed to know what the child needed better than the parent/caregiver, mentors appeared to be centering their own views and beliefs and had trouble stepping outside of their experiences to understand and value the parents’/caregivers’ perspectives even when coached by the PSP. Such paternalism, even when framed as protective or couched in benevolent terms of helping, is an ideology of classism when it ignores the preferences of recipients, denying them autonomy (Jordan et al., 2021).

Also notable among the narratives of some mentors and PSPs was the lack of attention to identifying signs of strength and resilience on the part of youth and caregivers (Stephens et al., 2014; Wadsworth et al., 2018). Rather, most salient were perceived shortcomings and inadequacies. These deficit views of families’ circumstances did not account for the ways that structural oppression impacts opportunities and choices; instead, blame was placed on the individual caregivers and youth. In this way, there is a risk that mentoring may reinforce such individual attributions, especially when such views are not disrupted by program staff, and
thereby serve to contribute to rather than disrupt inequalities (Stephens et al., 2013). Notably, some parents/caregivers voiced an awareness that they were being devalued or judged by the mentor. Research has shown that people with low incomes are keenly tuned to poverty stigma, which imposes a further burden that they need to manage socially and cognitively (Reutter et al, 2009). Strategies used to address these judgmental perceptions, such as confrontation or distancing, could contribute to breakdowns in communications and interfere with the development and maintenance of the relationship between the parent/caregiver and mentor, which can contribute to poor quality relationships and early match closure (Basualdo-Delmonico & Spencer, 2016; Spencer et al., 2020; Spencer et al., 2017). Although less prominent in the findings, we did see evidence of these attributions in the narratives of some PSPs as well. Left unchecked, this can create situations in which caregivers are “double-teamed,” as they are negatively judged negatively by both the mentor and program staff.

It is important to note that we also found evidence of mentors and PSPs working effectively with youth and families experiencing material hardship. In these cases, mentors recognized the family circumstances and how these might be contributing to scheduling and communication difficulties. Rather than interpreting these as signs that the parent/caregiver was not committed or organized enough, the mentors focused on their own responses and how they could work around such challenges in a way that was supportive to the youth and respectful of the family. In some of these cases, mentors had grown up in a low-income family themselves and so drew from these experiences in their consideration of the family’s circumstances. We also saw evidence of some program staff drawing from shared experience with the family and attempting to intervene, albeit with mixed success. Research on discrimination has found that such shared
experiences can help people overcome other perceived differences to engage in more positive interactions (Cortland et al., 2017).

**Limitations and Directions for Future Research**

When considering these findings, it is important to keep in mind that these data were drawn from a study of matches that ended within the first 18 months. More instances of successful navigation of social class differences on the part of both mentors and program staff might be observed in interviews with a sample that contained matches that were more enduring. In addition, future research with larger samples would be valuable for identifying which mentors and PSPs may be best equipped for minding social class differences and which may need additional support.

Further, the interviews were retrospective with participants reporting, in part, on their own behaviors and attitudes. Although multiple accounts of the same relationships (mentor, caregiver, and PSP) strengthen our confidence in these findings, we did not directly observe the reported exchanges. It is likely that social desirability influenced the ways that mentors and PSPs talked about their interactions with the youth and family during the interviews. This may account for why negative judgments were less overt and why participants often seemed unaware of the judgment or bias they were expressing when talking about their mentoring experience. Observational studies of interactions between the different participants in the mentoring relationship (mentors, youth, parents/caregivers, and PSPs) have the potential to offer rich insights into what mentors and PSPs actually do and how their actions are received (Pryce et al., 2021).

Our examination of social class bias in this study was one-directional in that we focused on whether and how negatively biased views of low-income families might influence mentoring
relationships. We did explore the possibility of what has been called “upward class bias” (Liu, 2011), or prejudice against those perceived to be in a higher social class. While upward class bias was not readily apparent in these data, it is possibly at play in other mentoring contexts and could be examined in future studies.

We also focused exclusively on social class bias and did not examine how racial bias plays out in mentoring relationships nor the intersection of social class and racial bias. At the same time, the choice to focus on social class allowed us to hone in on what we observed to be social class bias in both same- and cross-race relationships. However, we cannot account for how racial bias may have compounded and, in some cases, been the primary driver of the deficits views of families observed here. Some attention has begun to be paid to how attitudes and beliefs about race, including racism, can influence the mentoring process (Albright et al., 2017; Anderson et al., 2018; Sánchez et al., 2019; Sánchez et al., 2014). More work is needed, as is research that explicitly examines and attends to greater nuance in how racism and classism may intersect in different ways within different constellations of mentoring dyads and systems to influence the mentoring process (Cho et al., 2013; Crenshaw, 1991). Researchers addressing these questions should be prepared for hesitance on the part of participants to explicitly disclose biases and will likely need to use probing questions designed to elicit examples of interactions and experiences that can reveal attitudes and behaviors.

**Implications for Practice**

The findings of this study highlight the importance of attending to social class bias within the relationships that comprise the mentoring relationships, especially given how often youth from low-income families are matched with mentors from middle- and upper-class backgrounds (Garringer et al., 2017) and supported by program staff who are more similar to the mentors than
the youth’s families (Keller & DuBois, 2021; Spencer et al., 2021). While many mentors and PSPs appear mindful of this social class gap, our findings indicate that many others could benefit from additional training, coaching, and support to reduce the potential impact of social class bias on relationship-building with both the mentee and the mentee’s family. Awareness of the family circumstances alone may not be enough, as evidenced by mentors in this study who had a difficult time considering these circumstances when challenges in the relationship arose. More explicit training on structural oppression and social class bias and how they can influence our perceptions and interactions with others may prove effective. Pre-match training would likely need to be coupled with ongoing match support conversations. That said, being aware of the possible presence of social class bias does not ensure that one will recognize it in oneself when it arises. Through regular and engaged match support, PSPs could identify such instances as they arose and offer support and guidance to mentors on how to interpret and respond in more respectful and productive ways. Several PSPs did describe efforts to coach mentors about managing social class differences, but these attempts sometimes were unsuccessful.

Effective training and support of mentors requires program staff well prepared to address perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors influenced by social class. As the findings here indicate, PSPs occasionally evidenced views that seemed imbued with social class bias when discussing the role of a mentor and giving descriptions of the youth and of the youths’ caregivers. The tendency for PSPs to sometimes echo the views of mentors is not surprising, as mentors and PSPs often share similar class backgrounds. The alignment of a PSP with a mentor is potentially even more likely when both may be communicating with each other but may be having challenges connecting and communicating with an overburdened caregiver. Recent evidence emphasizes the role of PSPs in shaping mentoring relationships (Keller & DuBois, 2021), and
investment in PSP training and supervision could enhance their capacity to both coach mentors and effectively engage with caregivers.

Although some mentors indicated that they had information about material hardships that families confronted, it was not apparent that all did. As stated previously, the findings indicate that knowledge alone is not enough, but such information does seem to be an important place to start so that mentors could be reminded of this as the relationship progresses. Likewise, it was also not clear in some matches whether mentors were informed proactively and consistently about parents’/caregivers’ goals and wishes for mentoring. Our findings highlight the importance of agreeing about goals for the match. Initial conversations between mentors and caregivers mediated by PSPs could facilitate the negotiation of different ideas about what the youth needs to arrive at a mutually agreed upon understanding of the focus and purpose of the mentoring relationship. Without mutual understanding between mentor, parent/caregiver and PSP, there may be more vulnerability for social class bias to influence what mentors and PSPs think should happen within a match. Mentor training and support could employ role-playing scenarios and debrief with real-life examples of how potential tensions arising from social class differences can be addressed in a supportive and constructive manner. Finally, programs can learn from examples in which mentors and PSPs successfully navigate social class differences and demonstrate awareness, understanding, empathy, flexibility, and creativity. Recognizing social class bias in the mentoring system is the first step to minding the gap and prevent stumbling over it.
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Table 1

Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Youth (N=36)</th>
<th>Parent/Guardian (N=36)</th>
<th>Mentor (N=36)</th>
<th>Program Staff Person (N=22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>77.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American/Black</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Asian American</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial/Other</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>9-15</td>
<td>25-62</td>
<td>20-56</td>
<td>22-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>11.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>41.6 (10.4)</td>
<td>32.4 (9.1)</td>
<td>32.2 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with partner</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated/Divorced</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.9%</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender was indicated by a dichotomous variable with response options female, male.

Table 2

Material Hardship reported by Parent/Guardian (N=36)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>During the past 12 months, has your Household:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Had difficulty paying bills each month?</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Been unable to pay the full amount of rent or mortgage?</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had someone who needed to see a doctor or go to the hospital but didn't go?</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Been without telephone service?</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not had enough food to eat?</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had service turned off by the gas or electric company?</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Been evicted from home or apartment for not paying rent or mortgage?</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Items adapted from Ehrle & Moore, 1997; Parish et al., 2008

Table 3

*Results of Sorting Matches by Social Class Difference (N= 36)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient evidence regarding family social class¹</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family not low income¹</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges minding the gap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor &amp; PSP</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor only</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP only</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minding the gap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridged the gap</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor similar childhood social class</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹These cases were excluded from further analysis.